
WINE LIST

All wines available by the glass are also available in 125ml. If you would like any information on allergens contained within any of our menu items, please speak to a member of staff who will be able to assist you.

CHAMPAGNE & SPARKLING  125ml Bottle

1. PONTEBELLO PROSECCO DOC SPUMANTE   £5.95 £32.00
 Extra dry, elegant and crisp with a fine bubble mousse and delicious apricot, pear and citrus flavours

2. DU LUCA ROSE PROSECCO   £32.95
 Lovely pale pink colour & delicate red-fruit aromas lead to a delightfully fresh watermelon scented palate. Delicious!

3. MOET & CHANDON IMPERIAL NV, CHAMPAGNE   £75.95
 Distinctively crisp and zesty, the palate shows elegant fruit and the finish plenty of freshness.

   125ml Bottle

4. MOET & CHANDON ROSE IMPERIAL NV, CHAMPAGNE   £85.95 
Aromas of honey, flowers and fresh berries on the nose with elegant, restrained creamy fruit on the palate.

5. VEUVE CLICQUOT YELLOW LABEL BRUT NV   £79.95 
Reflecting the traditions of the past, this is full, yet dry and has a rich, creamy style with biscuit flavours.

WHITE WINES 175ml 250ml Bottle

6. TEKENA SAUVIGNON BLANC, CENTRAL VALLEY £6.50 £8.50 £23.95 
A refreshing Sauvignon Blanc with citrus and tropical fruit flavours and a crisp finish. 

7. PINOT GRIGIO, RUBINI, ITALY £6.50 £8.50 £23.95 
Shows apple and pear with hints of white peach and elderflower. 

8. BERRI ESTATES UNOAKED CHARDONNAY, AUS £6.50 £8.50  £24.50
 A crisp style with a fresh, yet ripe lemon character with no oak ageing

9. PICPOUL DE PINET, PETITE RONDE, FR   £25.95
 Fresh with a citrusy and stone fruit character, highlighted with floral notes

10. LEEFIELD SAUVIGNON BLANC, MARLBOROUGH £7.00 £8.95 £28.50
 A deliciously ripe, perfumed nose of lime zest, passion fruit and musky pink grapefruit

11. RIOJA BLANCO, BARREL FERMENTED, VINA REAL, SP   £30.95
 Beautifully balanced and quite delicious with pure, floral and citrus aromas leading into a rounded creamy rich palate.

12. PULPO, ALBARINO PAGOS DEL REY, RIAS BAIXAS, SP   £33.50
 Aromas of white flowers, hints of peach and apricot lead to a fresh, fruity palate with an almost saline minerality

13. EMILE BEYER, RIESLING, ALSACE   £39.00
 This fresh and lively example shows lemon and grapefruit with fruity aromas

14. PETIT CHABLIS, LES SARMENTS, VIGNERONS DE CHABLIS, FR  £38.50
 Citrus and floral notes, fresh and lively on the palate

15. SANCERRE, DOMAINE DES CHAINTRES, JOSEPH MELLOT, FR  £43.00
 Aromatic floral aromas of white blossom and grapefruit on the nose, the palate is refreshing and dry.
 A fine example from this much loved region.

16. CLOUDY BAY SAUVIGNON BLANC, MARLBOROUGH. NZ   £65.00
 Layers of pure striking flavours combining the distinctive grassy aromas and surprising
 redcurrant spiciness and fresh lemon zest

RED WINES 175ml 250ml Bottle

17. TEKENA MERLOT, CENTRAL VALLEY £6.50 £8.50 £23.95 
A fruit-driven Merlot with raspberry and blueberry fruit leading to a soft finish.

18. SHORT MILE BAY SHIRAZ, SE AUSTRALIA £6.50 £8.50 £23.95
 Deep coloured and full-bodied with lots of rich berry fruit on the palate 

and a pinch of pepper spice so typical of Shiraz.

19. LUNA DEL SUR MALBEC, SAN JUAN, ARG £6.50 £8.50 £23.95
 Plenty of ripe, soft berry fruit flavours with the usual pinch of spice associated with Malbec 

as well as cinnamon and vanilla notes from some brief oak ageing.

20. ERRAZURIZ CABERNET SAUVIGNON, CH £6.75 £8.75 £25.50
 A fine example of Chilean Cabernet Sauvignon. 

Bright red in colour with intense strawberry, blackcurrant and cherry aromas.

21. DON JACABO, RIOJA    £33.50
 Abundant raspberry aromas mingle with sumptuous cherry;
 layered with a creamy barrique character 

22. WAIPARA HILLS PINOT NOIR, CENTRAL OTAGO, NZ   £34.50
 Bramble fruit, cherry, spice and a hint of smoke on the nose; 

black cherry and plum on the palate supported by vanilla 

23. ZUCCARDI SERIE A MALBEC, UCO VALLEY, MENDOZA  £39.00
  Intense red ripe fruit aromas such as prunes and cherries with black pepper and tabacco.
 Detect chocolate, charry liqueur and spicy notes

24. CHATEAU LYONNAT, LUSSAC-SAINT-EMILION, FR   £38.00
  Deep garnet with a warm spiced bread and red fruit character, powerful, yet supple, 

with vanilla aromas on the finish, a region noted for outstanding quality.

25. HOCHAR PERE ET FILS, BEKKA VALLEY, LEBANON   £48.50
  Intense and slightly spicy, showing a complex array of juicy black cherry, damson, fig and date

26. BAROLO, ENRICO SERAFINO, IT   £60.00
  Big, well structured red, intensely elegant nose, with red fruit and spicy notes of liquorice and vanilla

27. CHATEAUNEUF-DU-PAPE, CLOS DE L’ORATOIRE   £70.00

 DES PAPES, OGIER, FR
  Surprising floral nose with notes of grass and acacia, evolving onto more classic notes of red berries; 

ample palate with fine tannins and silky length

ROSE 175ml 250ml Bottle

28.  WICKED LADY WHITE ZINFANDEL, US £6.50 £8.50 £23.95
 California. Medium-sweet with delicious raspberry and strawberry flavours
 

29.  ANTONIO RUBINI PINOT GRIGIO ROSATO, IT £6.50 £8.50 £23.95
 Aromas of wild flowers, vanilla and strawberry, the palate is refreshing with delicate fruit flavours.

30.  RARE VINEYARDS CINSAULT VIEILLES   £25.95

 VIGNES ROSE, PAYS D’OC, FR
 Harvested in the cool of the morning and cool fermented to ensure that the flavours of fresh summer fruit are retained.


